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Brief name

Contextualizing
service models

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER
All information provided "as is" for informational purposes only. Visa is not liable for any informational errors, incompleteness, or delays, or for any actions taken in
reliance on information contained herein.
Case studies, statistics, research and recommendations are provided "AS IS" and intended for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon for
operational, marketing, legal, technical, tax, financial or other advice. When implementing any new strategy or practice, you should consult with your legal counsel to
determine what laws and regulations may apply to your specific circumstances. The actual costs, savings and benefits of any recommendations or programs may
vary based upon your specific business needs and program requirements. By their nature, recommendations are not guarantees of future performance or results and
are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict or quantify. Assumptions were made by Visa in light of Visa’s experience and Visa’s
perceptions of historical trends, current conditions and expected future developments and other factors that Visa believes are appropriate under the circumstance.
Recommendations are subject to risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual and future results and trends to differ materially from the assumptions or
recommendations. Visa is not responsible for your use of the information contained herein (including errors, omissions, inaccuracy or non-timeliness of any kind) or
any assumptions or conclusions you might draw from its use. Visa makes no warranty, express or implied, and explicitly disclaims the warranties of merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose, any warranty of non-infringement of any third party's intellectual property rights, any warranty that the information will meet
the requirements of a client, or any warranty that the information is updated and will be error free.
Any and all third party companies and trademarks referenced in this presentation may be trademarks of their respective owners and are in no way affiliated or
associated with Visa. Companies and product names are referenced solely for the purpose of identifying the relevant companies and products. Use of these names
does not mean any affiliation with or endorsement by them.
Visa shall not be liable to a client or any third party for any damages, including, without limitation, any special, consequential, incidental or punitive damages, nor
any damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business information, or other monetary loss.
Category names are conditional. Calculations are approximate. Visa International Service Association (USA) is not responsible for your use of the information
contained herein, including errors, omissions, inaccuracy or non-timeliness of any kind or any actions undertaken from its use.
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Brief details
Objective

Global and tech trends

Payments

We are looking for human-focused solutions/
services/products which solve for a specific problem
or set of problems which exist today in the context
of daily consumers’ lives. The solution should deliver
on convenience, optimized customer journeys and
human-centered experiences. Ideally with a “wow”
effect. It can be targeted to:

The trends and examples described in the full brief
deck serve as inspiration, but not an obligation to
fall into any particular stream. Your solution/
product/service can be built using technology of
AI, IoT, VR, biometrics, proximity payments,
blockchain or whatever it takes to reach the
objectives.

Although we are not limiting your choice of
industry, your human-focused solution/
service/product/platform should be
transactional and at some point in time lead to
payment/ money transfer/ money exchange/
direct or alternate lending, etc.

–

Provide freedom for a consumer by letting
avoid doing daily routine tasks, such as
ordering food, paying for kindergartens, etc

Experiences matter

–

Make shopping experience fast, comfortable
and simple

–

Provide truly personalized experience

–

Give banks and/or merchants ability to use big
data to become contextual and propose tailormade solutions to a new consumer

There’s been a race to adopt disruptive new
technologies. It’s very exciting - but what’s the
point of technology if it is unusable to humans
whose experiences tech is supposed to advance?
Tech isn’t the solution. It’s the gateway to more
integrated experiences. It offers brands new
opportunities to create new solutions but only if
you understand who you're talking to and their
past behaviors.

–

Offer concept of Connected Home, Smart City,
other use cases which merge urban
environment elements into an integral and
seamless user experience

So do not miss this crucial context, focus on
humans and what you are trying to solve for with
your product/service. Just technology will always
miss the humanity, the magic, the experience.
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Key requirements
Our key requirements are superb user
experience, available commercialization strategy
and readiness for immediate implementation.

Our Expectations

We are looking for human-focused services/products which solve for a
specific problem which exist today in the context of daily consumers’
lives. Your solution should deliver on convenience, optimized customer
journeys and human-centered experiences. Ideally with a “wow” effect.
Industries and channels are not limited.
Our key requirements are superb user experience, available
commercialization strategy and readiness for immediate
implementation.
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